
Harmons to Accept Mobile Driver’s Licenses
as Part of Utah Pilot Program

Grocer Signs on to Pioneer Acceptance of Contactless
Mobile ID for Secure Age-Based and Select Pharmacy
Purchases
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 GET Group North America and The Utah Driver License Division (DLD) jointly

announced today that Harmons Grocery has signed on as the first grocer in Utah to

participate in the state’s mobile driver’s license (mDL) pilot program. As a pioneer of

Utah’s mDL, Harmons will accept mobile credentials to verify identity for pharmacy

purchases, as well as for age-based purchases, at select locations. It will initially accept

mDLs at its City Creek and Traverse Mountain locations, with plans to expand to

additional stores.

Utah is the first state in the U.S. to pilot an mDL that is fully compliant with international

standards that ensure mDLs are accepted globally as a legal form of identification.

Mobile driver’s licenses allow for information such as name or age to be confirmed

contactlessly by a retailer with a simple tap or scan at point-of-sale -- without a physical

credential or a mobile phone ever changing hands. It does not rely on visual inspection

of an ID, therefore taking the subjectivity out of verifying its authenticity. Unlike with a

physical driver’s license which discloses all personal information, with an optional mDL,

the citizen has complete control of the data they choose to share -- limiting it to what is

relevant for a specific transaction. mDLs can be verified using an International Standard

and apps such as GET Mobile Verify.

“Convenience and superior service for our customers is our primary focus and bringing

mDL verification, a more secure and convenient form of ID that gives customers greater

control over their identity information, is an ideal match,” said Mark Jensen, Harmons

president and CEO.
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“We commend Harmons for embracing the future of ID and becoming a frontrunner in

supporting their customers’ use of mDL technology at point-of-sale,” said Chris Caras,

Director of the Driver License Division for the State of Utah Department of Public Safety.

“The security, privacy and convenience of mobile IDs is something we anticipate the

public will really be pleased with, and Harmons is enthusiastic about providing the best

experience for their customers.”

The pilot includes over 100 Utah residents and is expanding now to 10,000 participants

including the broader public. Members of the public and media are invited to Harmons’

City Creek and Traverse Mountain locations between 10am-2pm on August 3  and 4

to get an mDL; a valid driver’s license must be presented.

About GET Group North America

GET Group North America and its partners develop, manufacture, and implement end-

to-end solutions for secure physical and mobile credentials that enable government

agencies, motor vehicle departments, municipalities law enforcement organizations, and

other entities to leverage the latest in secure identity management technologies. From

photo ID cards, driver’s licenses and passports, to mDLs and mIDs, GET Group NA

delivers advanced issuance, verification and personalization capabilities that prevent

identification fraud, accommodate diversified customer needs, and support the future of

ID use cases.

About Harmons

Since 1932, Harmons passion for innovation, commitment to its associates, and

contributions to the community have provided the building blocks to help the company

expand from a single fruit stand to 18 thriving locations spanning from Northern to

Southern Utah. Harmons is known for its unique grocery industry approach, which

provides a high-quality experience to its customers by offering fresh foods prepared in-

store by chefs, artisans and experts; local Utah products; and an aggressive sustainability

program. For more information about our stores, please visit harmonsgrocery.com.
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